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ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional structure of random error growth in the National Meteorological Center's Medium-Range Forecast Model is investigated in an effort to identify the sources of error growth. The random error growth is partitioned into two types: external error growth, which is due to model deficiencies, and internal error growth, which is the self-growth of errors in the initial conditions. Forecasts from winter 1987, summer 1990, and winter 1992 are compared to assess seasonal variations in regional error growth as well as forecast model improvement. The following is found:

- In the tropics, large external error growth at the 200-mb level is closely associated with deep convection. There is evidence of significant model improvements in the tropics at the 850-mb level between 1987 and 1992.
- The spatial structure of the external error growth in the midlatitudes suggests that the representation of orography in the model, especially over Antarctica and the Rockies, is a significant source of errors.
- Internal error growth in the midlatitudes is greater over the Atlantic and European regions than over the Pacific region and appears to be associated with blocking phenomena, especially over the North Atlantic and Europe. The Northern Hemisphere exhibits a seasonal cycle in the magnitude of error growth, but the Southern Hemisphere does not.

The results for the external and internal error growth rates were obtained using a parameterization of the correlation between forecasts and the verifying analyses. The parameterization is based on the assumption that linear random error growth is caused primarily by model deficiencies, and the validity of this assumption is examined. The results suggest that, in the tropics, significant increases in forecast skill may be obtainable through both model and analysis improvement. In the midlatitudes, however, there is less potential for increases in forecast skill through model improvement, and decreasing the analysis error becomes more important. The parameterization yields results that are physically meaningful and in agreement with previous predictability studies, and that provide quantitative estimates of the spatial and temporal distribution of the sources of forecast errors.

1. Introduction

Random error growth in the National Meteorological Center's (NMC) Medium-Range Forecast Model (MRF) is studied in an effort to estimate the limits of predictability as well as what skill might be obtainable through model improvements or from better observations on a regional basis. This is done by parameterizing the random error growth as a function of two sources: internal and external. The internal error source represents the self-growth of errors in the initial conditions. For example, internal error growth may be large in regions of high baroclinic instability or in convergence regions of advected errors. The external error source represents the random error growth due to model deficiencies. Large external error growth will indicate where the model is most deficient in simulating the real atmosphere. An understanding of the spatial structure of this type of error should aid in determining the mechanisms responsible for the error and ultimately lead to their reduction and to model improvement.

a. Internal Errors

It is expected that a significant part of the internal error growth will be due to instabilities in the atmosphere. As Lorenz (1965) pointed out, the self-growth of small-scale errors will eventually contaminate larger scales, and this, in turn, results in an upper bound on predictability. Many studies have been done using turbulence theory as well as simple and complex models.
in an effort to estimate limits of predictability (Leith 1971; Leith and Kraichnan 1972; Shukla 1985).

Lorenz (1982) used random forecast error growth rates and random forecast difference growth rates (i.e., differences between forecast runs) to estimate the current, as well as the upper bound on, predictability. He found that if model predictability is the same as atmospheric predictability (an admittedly overoptimistic assumption), then model improvements could result in 10-day forecasts as good as the then present 7-day forecasts. This skill could be extended by 2 days by halving the 1-day forecast error. He also pointed out that as the model improves the actual forecast skill will increase, but the approximation of the upper bound on predictability will decrease. These results are consistent with the results of a more recent study (Chen 1989) that estimated that the 1986 NMC MRF had skill for the first week of forecast time and a limit of dynamic predictability of about two weeks.

Obtaining a single value for the error doubling time or growth rate for the entire globe or for a hemisphere may be misleading. The limit of predictability is a function not only of the error growth rate but also of the error saturation value, whose magnitude is roughly double that of the variance of the field (Miyakoda et al. 1972). Both the variance and the error growth rates have been shown to be functions of latitude (Shukla 1985; Kalnay et al. 1988), season (Shukla 1985), and scale (Lorenz 1969; Smagorinsky 1969; Dalcher and Kalnay 1987). Palmer (1988) and Chen (1990) have found relationships between forecast skill and the phase of the Pacific–North America pattern (Horel and Wallace 1981). Ferranti et al. (1990) document links between the strength of the intraseasonal oscillation and medium-range forecast skill.

Schubert and Suarez (1989) investigated the spatial distribution of error growth in a two-level GCM. An eigenvector analysis of the error correlation matrix suggested that the largest scale error growth is due to large-scale–small-scale interaction found over the Atlantic. By examining the root-mean-square error tendencies, they found preferential error growth over the eastern oceans, which they suggest is due to large-scale–small-scale interactions associated with the mature and decaying phases of baroclinic waves. Consistent with their eigenvector analyses, the error growth rates over the North Atlantic are larger than those over the North Pacific for the first 10 days, although growth rates over the North Pacific become larger than those over the North Atlantic later in the integration.

b. Model deficiencies

Model deficiencies can cause both systematic errors (i.e., the climate drift of the model) and random errors that do not result in a time mean signal. Since it is not possible to determine the exact errors in the initial conditions of a forecast, it is difficult to separate the random error growth caused by model deficiencies (differences between the model and the atmosphere) from the unstable self-growth of the initial conditions errors, except by estimation and parameterization. Leith (1978) approached this problem by assuming that the exponential part of the error growth is due to the self-growth of errors, while the linear portion of the random error growth results from model deficiencies. Sources of model deficiencies such as inadequate cumulus parameterization and orographic forcing have since been shown to result in linear error growth (Wergen 1984; Wallace et al. 1983), supporting Leith's hypothesis.

Dalcher and Kalnay (1987) modified Leith's approach by including the effects of error saturation in their parameterization. They found that model deficiencies dominated error growth in the zonal tropical belt, while the self-growth of errors was the dominating process in the midlatitudes. In this study, we modify the approach of Dalcher and Kalnay by using the correlation between forecasts and analyses instead of random mean-square error growth, and apply the analyses to smoothed spatial fields. We also perform the same parameterization on correlations between forecasts started 1 day apart to evaluate the validity of the assumption that linear error growth is due primarily to model deficiencies.

Arpe et al. (1985) compared model forecasts run from different analyses and used an error budget equation to separate the contributions to the forecast error arising from model error and analysis error. They found that analysis error dominates error growth for the first 2 days and after day 5, while model error dominates error growth between days 2 and 5. They also found that while, initially, forecast errors increased linearly, forecast differences increased exponentially, supporting Leith's (1978) hypothesis that external error growth is linear in nature.

The method employed to investigate the nature and structure of random forecast error growth, along with the forecast datasets used, will be described in the next section. In section 3 the results of the parameterization of the random error growth for the zonally averaged fields are presented. Section 4 contains the results of the error parameterization for the full spatial fields. The results of the application of the parameterization to the random differences between forecasts are presented in section 5 in order to assess the validity of some of the underlying assumptions that the parameterization is based on. The results of this study are summarized and conclusions are made in section 6.

2. Experimental design

a. Data

All analyses and forecasts used are output from NMC's MRF. For two winter seasons and one summer season, January through March of 1987 and 1992
(JFM87 and JFM92), and June through August of 1990 (JJA90), 90 consecutive daily analyses and forecasts are analyzed. The first two periods are part of the Dynamic Extended-Range Forecasting (DERF) project being conducted at the National Meteorological Center, described by Tracton and Kistler (1988).

The DERFII dataset (Schubert et al. 1988) is a series of 30-day forecasts made during the winter of 1986/87 using the then operational MRF (MRF86), which had a horizontal resolution of rhomboidal 40 (R40) and 18 layers in the vertical. A detailed description of the DERFII dataset and its characteristics, as well as the 1986 version of the MRF, are given by Tracton et al. (1988). Moisture is considered explicitly in the lowest 12 layers, or approximately up to 300 mb.

The DERF90 experiment took place in the summer and fall of 1990, while a window of opportunity existed on NMC’s then new Cray computer (Saha et al. 1990). Many important changes had taken place in the model formulation between 1987 and 1990 including the introduction of gravity-wave drag, increased model resolution from R40 to triangular 80 (T80), and the extension of moisture into the upper layers of the model (Alpert et al. 1988; Caplan and White 1989; Kalnay et al. 1990). The DERF90 dataset is a series of consecutive 90-day forecasts running from May to October 1990. The model used was similar to the operational T80 model described above except for the reduced (T40) horizontal truncation, and the relaxation of certain surface fields toward climatology to account for the increased length of the forecasts.

Although it is useful to compare the differences between the results for a winter and a summer period, a second winter period is needed to assess the improvements made in the model between 1987 and the present. The last forecast set used is the operational 10-day output of the MRF for the winter of 1992. Between 1990 and 1992, the horizontal resolution of the model was increased from T80 to T126, mean orography replaced enhanced orography, a new marine stratus parameterization was introduced, the horizontal diffusion in the medium scales was reduced, and an improved SST analysis was implemented (Kanamitsu et al. 1991).

A major change to the global forecasting system at NMC was the introduction of the spectral statistical interpolation (SSI) analysis scheme in June 1991 (Derber et al. 1991; Parrish and Derber 1992) that replaced the previously operational optimal interpolation (OI) scheme. The new SSI produces a smoother correction to the 6-h first-guess forecast, while the root-mean-square fit to the observations remains as good or better than for the previous OI analysis scheme. Thus, the new analyses are more consistent with the MRF climatology, especially in the tropics.

In addition to the recent changes to the model, the last forecast set is produced from a model run at a significantly higher resolution than the first two datasets. The statistical analyses were performed on 3° latitude × 5° longitude gridded fields transformed from reduced (T21) versions of the DERF datasets and the full T126 resolution for the operational output.

b. Development of the random error parameterization

We consider the works of Leith (1978) and Dalcher and Kalnay (1987) in developing a method to determine if random error growth is caused by the internal growth of errors in initial conditions or by model deficiencies. Leith (1978) proposed representing random error growth as a function of both internal and external sources such that

$$\frac{\delta \text{RE}}{\delta t} = a \text{RE} + z,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $a$ would represent the internal (exponential) random error growth. External (linear) random error growth due to model deficiencies is represented by $z$. Random error (RE) is represented by error variance rather than root-mean-square error because of the useful additive property of squared quantities (Leith 1978). The total mean-square error (TE) is equal to the sum of systematic mean-square error (SE) and random mean-square error (RE):

$$\overline{(X_f - X_o)^2} = (\overline{X_f} - \overline{X_o})^2 + (\overline{X_f} - \overline{X_o})^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the overbar represents a time mean and the prime represents a deviation from that mean. The subscript $f$ refers to the forecast value and the subscript $o$ refers to the value from the verifying analysis. These quantities are calculated in gridpoint space for the zonal wind field $U$ and the geopotential height field $Z$ at the 850-, 500-, and 200-mb levels. Random difference (RD) is calculated in the same manner as RE except it involves the differences between two model forecasts started 1 day apart verifying on the same day as opposed to the differences between the forecasts and the verifying analyses.

A parameterization of the temporal correlation between forecasts and verifying analyses is developed based closely on the parameterizations of Dalcher and Kalnay (1987) and Kalnay et al. (1988). The decay of the temporal correlation $C$, calculated as a function of forecast lead time $t$, between the forecast and the verifying analysis is parameterized as

$$\frac{\delta C}{\delta t} = -[a(1 - C) + z]C$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

and has the solution

$$C(t) = \frac{1 + za^{-1}}{1 + za^{-1} \exp[(a + z)t]}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Here, as in (1), $a$ represents the exponential loss of correlation due to the internal growth of initial errors, and $z$ represents the linear loss of correlation due to
model deficiencies (external errors). The validity of the assumption that linear error growth is due to model deficiencies is investigated by comparing results for forecast–analyzes correlations with forecast–forecast correlations and is discussed in section 5.

The temporal correlation between the forecasts and the analyses, to which the above parameterization is fit, is computed as

$$ C(t) = \frac{(X_f - \bar{X}_f)(X_a - \bar{X}_a)}{[(X_f - \bar{X}_f)^2 (X_a - \bar{X}_a)^2]^{1/2}}, $$

where the overbar represents a time mean average over the length of the dataset (90 days); $C(t)$ is calculated at each grid point for all forecast lead times.

There are a few reasons for choosing the temporal correlation between forecasts and analyses instead of the random mean-square error as the representation of forecast skill. The RE growth rates are a function of $\text{RE}_{sat}$, the saturation value of RE, which is often poorly defined, and would have to be estimated for the 10-day operational forecast dataset from 1992. Also, the inclusion of the extra parameter ($\text{RE}_{sat}$) does not result in a better fit of the data.

Use of the correlation also accounts for the decrease in variance of the model with forecast time. Figure 1a shows the RE and RD curves for the JFM87 200-mb $U$ field for the 10° latitude band centered on 5°N. The RE saturation value is approximately 85 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$, and the RD saturation value is less than 60 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$, owing to the large decrease in model variance with forecast time. Figure 1b shows the correlations between forecasts and verifying analysis (CE) and correlations between forecasts starting 1 day apart (CD) as a function of forecast time, also computed for the zonally averaged latitude band centered on 5°N for the JFM87 200-mb $U$ field. When the correlation has been calculated using a high-pass filter to remove the positive signal left by the seasonal cycle, all correlation curves should approach zero asymptotically. Thus, it is not necessary to have forecasts long enough so that the saturation value can be determined empirically. Therefore, the correlation curves are especially convenient to use when one has forecasts of lengths of only 5 or 10 days with which to work.

3. Parameterization results: Zonal averages

In previous studies, random error growth has been shown to vary significantly with latitude (Dalcher and Kalnay 1987; Kalnay et al. 1988). The results for zonally averaged fields are a convenient way to compare the differences in error growth between tropical and extratropical regimes.

a. Comparison of the tropics and the extratropics

Visual inspection of the shape of the correlation curve can yield qualitative information about whether model deficiencies or unstable internal errors are dominating the random error growth. Inspection of (3) indicates that the slope of the correlation curve when the correlation is close to 1 is approximately $-\alpha$. Therefore, correlation curves that have the largest initial decreases have the largest values of $\alpha$, indicating the dominance of model deficiencies in the random error growth. From the second derivative of (3), the time at which the correlation curve has an inflection point $t_{inf}$ is given by

$$ t_{inf} = \frac{\ln(a/z)}{a + z}. $$

From this equation, it is clear that larger values of $z + a$ will result in inflection points closer to $t = 0$. If $z > a$, and model deficiencies are more significant than...
the internal growth of initial errors, then $t_{\text{init}}$ becomes negative, and the correlation curve is concave-up, instead of "S"-shaped (initially concave-down).

Figure 2 shows the 10-day correlation error (CE) and correlation difference (CD) curves for both the 0°–10°N band (curves A and B) and the 40°–50°N band (curves C and D) for the JFM87 200-mb height field. In the tropics, the CE (curve A) drops off rapidly initially, resulting in a concave-up curve, illustrating how quickly tropical forecasts diverge from the verifying analyses and how model deficiencies are dominating the random error growth. The CD (curve B) decreases very slowly and in fact increases slightly for the first few days, representing an initial forecast convergence. Although this increase appears slight for the zonal averages for this field, there are regions of the tropics—e.g., the western Pacific—where the CE increases from 0.65 to 0.8 during the first few days. Chen (1989) noticed a decrease in the root-mean-square difference in the tropical height field. The use of the correlations here shows that this convergence of forecasts is due to other factors besides the severe decrease in variance that the model undergoes during the first few forecast days.

In the tropics, even though the systematic error, or the climate drift, is removed, the random parts of the model forecasts not associated with this systematic error behave in a very different manner from the atmosphere, and correlations between the forecasts and the verifying analyses decrease quickly. However, forecasts started 1 day apart become more alike for the first few days; that is, the correlation between them increases. Forecasts become more uniform, more like the model climatology, during the initial "spindown" phase. After the first few days, the forecasts diverge as expected. Thus, it appears that while the model produces poor forecasts in the tropics, the model tropics themselves are relatively predictable. Unfortunately, as the large difference between the CE and CD in the tropics illustrates (Lorenz 1982), the model is most unlike the real atmosphere in this region, and the increase in CD for the first few days is a by-product of the large inconsistencies between the tropical analyses and model climatology.

In the extratropics, the CE (curve C) and CD (curve D) both decrease in a similar fashion, resulting in concave-down curves, with an inflection point around day 6 for the CE, indicating small model deficiencies. The smaller differences between these two curves as compared to the differences between curves A and B also illustrate that model deficiencies are less severe in the midlatitudes than in the tropics. We would expect these aspects to be reflected in the results of our parameterization.

The initial correlation for the extratropical curve (corresponding to a 1-day forecast) is greater than 0.95, while the initial correlation for the tropical curve is only approximately 0.8. This is most probably due in part to

!!!

b. External error results

We now consider the results of the parameterization fit to the correlation error for the first five forecasts days for zonally averaged bands of 10° width, for both the $U$ and geopotential height fields at three atmospheric levels. The period of five forecast days is chosen because of its applicability to operational forecasts. The sensitivity of the results to the number of forecast days included is discussed at the end of this section. We first present the results for the parameter $z$ from (3), which represents error growth due to model deficiencies. For all the figures in this section, curves A, B, and C represent the 850-, 500-, and 200-mb levels, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the values of $z$ derived for the JFM87, JFM92, and JJA90 periods for the height fields. The most conspicuous feature for all three cases is the large values of $z$ in the tropics. For the JFM87 case, $z$ reaches maximum correlation decay rates of 35% day$^{-1}$ at the 850-mb level. The decay rates at the 200- and 500-mb levels are almost 25% day$^{-1}$ and 15% day$^{-1}$, respectively.

The results for JFM92 show decreases in the value of $z$ in the tropics, especially at the 850-mb level where $z$ drops to 15% day$^{-1}$ from 35% day$^{-1}$ for the JFM87 period. The improvements suggested by these results are most probably due to the implementation of the new analysis scheme in the MRF, which results in analyses more consistent with the model climatology and significantly reduces the spindown effect. The impact of changes made to the model in 1988 in the vertical diffusion and surface flux schemes (Caplan and White 1989) may also be important, as well as the fact that the JFM92 simulations were performed at a much higher resolution than the JFM87 simulations. In the midlatitudes, the values of $z$ for the two winter periods are similar and are very consistent among all three levels of the atmosphere. The decay rates for the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes are approximately 5% day$^{-1}$ and are slightly lower for the Northern Hemisphere. It is curious to note that for the JJA90 case the 200-mb level has very low values of $z$ (about 10% day$^{-1}$) in the tropics. However, because of the change in season, it is not possible to determine if this decrease is due to model changes or changes in the location and intensity of the convection.

The values for $z$ for the $U$ field, shown in Fig. 4, are qualitatively similar to those of the height field, with a few significant differences. The maximum in $z$ in the tropics is still obvious but another equally conspicuous
feature is the large values of z in the region over Antarctica, reaching 60% day\(^{-1}\) for some fields. These large model deficiencies are in part due to the high terrain (much of Antarctica has surface pressures lower than 600 mb). However, one must consider when interpreting these results that in the polar regions the parameterization does not converge onto the data using the same error tolerance. Figure 5 shows the average absolute difference between the calculated correlation using the parameterized results and the observed correlation for the height and \(U\) fields for JFM87. The errors for JFM92 and JJA90 (not shown) are comparable to or smaller than those for JFM87. For most of the midlatitudes, the fitting errors are less than 0.005, except for the tropical height field, where they reach 0.008, and the polar regions, which have much higher errors than the rest of the globe. These large errors, as well as the fact that the accuracy of the analyses in the polar regions is highly suspect, mean that not much confidence can be placed in the parameterization results in the polar regions.

In the tropics, Fig. 4 shows that the JFM92 case exhibits the smallest decay rates of all three periods at the 200- and 850-mb levels. The results for the 500-mb level remain about the same for all three periods. Curiously, the values of \(z\) are higher at the 850-mb level for the JJA90 than for the JFM87 case. In the midlatitudes, \(z\) is slightly greater for the \(U\) field than it is for the height field, averaging around 5%–10% day\(^{-1}\). Higher values of \(z\) at the lowest levels indicate that the model deficiencies in the midlatitudes are tied to surface problems rather than to problems in the middle or upper troposphere.

The parameterization was also fit to the correlation difference curves in an effort to test the validity of the assumption that linear error growth is primarily a result of model deficiencies or differences between the model and the atmosphere. For these cases, it is found that \(z\) is everywhere within \(\pm 0.05\) day\(^{-1}\) except for the polar regions, where values of 0.2 day\(^{-1}\) and higher are found—yet another reason that the results for these regions should be interpreted with caution. The validity of this assumption on a regional basis is discussed in more detail in section 5, where \(z\) calculated using the correlation differences for the full spatial fields is shown.

c. Internal error results

In this section we present the results for the parameter \(a\) from (3), representing the internal growth of initial errors, which, for the zonally averaged results, is expected to be dominated by instabilities. Figure 6 shows the internal error for the height fields for all three periods. As expected, the latitudinal structures of the values for \(a\) are markedly different from that of \(z\). Instead of pronounced maxima in the tropics, there is now a negative maximum in the height field, accurately reflecting areas with the largest spindown effect (i.e., the random differences between two forecasts initially decrease). It also reflects the fact that dynamic instabilities on synoptic time scales are much less energetic in the tropics than in the midlatitudes. At the 850-mb level, the largest negative values in the tropics occur for the JFM87 case, indicating that the model spindown problem has decreased since then. The 200-mb \(U\) fields (not shown) exhibit less model improvement. Overall, the JFM92 tropical results show that the spurious effects due to spindown have been reduced since 1987. For this period, the parameterization suggests that, in the tropics, both internal and external errors are of the order of 10% day\(^{-1}\). The JJA90 case seems to have less of a spindown problem than the JFM92 case (around 5% day\(^{-1}\)), although, as stated before, it is difficult to separate the effects due to model changes from the effects due to seasonal changes in the location and intensity of convection.

For the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, there is a broad latitude band of high values between 0.4 and 0.5 day\(^{-1}\) north of 20°N for JFM87 and north of 30°N for JFM92. These values are equivalent to doubling times for root-mean-square errors of about 2.7–3.5 days and are consistent with those found by Dalcher and Kalnay (1987) and Kalnay et al. (1988). The values of \(a\) at all three levels for the two winter cases are similar, with the largest values of \(a\) observed at the 200-mb level. For the summer case (JJA90) the 200-mb level values are smaller (about 0.25 day\(^{-1}\), or a dou-
day$^{-1}$) but they exist over a broader latitudinal band and extend farther equatorward ($50^\circ$--$20^\circ$S). These findings are consistent with the findings of Trenberth (1982), who shows that in the Southern Hemisphere summer there is much variability observed in the strong baroclinic zone equatorward of the cold Antarctic continent. Overall, the internal error growth rates for the $U$ fields (not shown) are similar to those for the height fields although the improvements noted in the decrease in spindown between 1987 and 1992 in the tropics seem to be less pronounced.

The aforementioned results were presented for the parameterization fit to the first five forecast days. Figure 7 shows the external and internal errors for the JFM87 200-mb height field fit to the first 5, 7, and 10 days. Note that while the external errors are relatively insensitive to the number of forecast days included, the internal errors show some differences, especially for the day-10 case. This increased sensitivity to the number of days included in the parameterization after about day 7 or 8 may be related to the increased importance of the advection of errors after this period, which is discussed in section 4b.

4. The spatial distribution of external and internal errors

There is reason to believe that there is much longitudinal structure in the random error growth and that the study of this structure will provide information...
about the processes that are responsible for this error growth. The correlation curves at each grid point will be subjected to much larger sampling errors than the zonally averaged curves, as well as being much more sensitive to the advection of errors. Therefore, to reduce these effects, a 20° latitude × 20° longitude running mean filter was applied to the correlation fields at each forecast time. The results for the full spatial fields are more sensitive to the number of days included in the parameterization than the results for the zonally averaged fields, with local maxima in a shifting eastward as the number of forecast days are increased, but in general the large-scale patterns remain similar. As with the zonally averaged cases, the results of the parameterization fit to the first five forecast days are shown.

The 5-day-averaged absolute difference between the observed correlations and the correlations calculated using the obtained values of \( a \) and \( z \) for the JFM87 200-mb height field is shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding differences for \( U \) (not shown) are quite similar. These errors are in general less than 0.01 for almost all of the midlatitudes, as well as a large portion of the tropics, with higher errors in some regions of the tropics, as well as over the North Atlantic. Particularly high values (up to 0.08) are found for the polar wind fields. The fits for the JFM92 and JJA90 200-mb fields (not shown) were better than those shown for the JFM87 case, while the errors for the lower levels were in general slightly worse. Since the parameterization results are considerably less reliable near the poles and the assumption that linear error growth is caused by model deficiencies may not be applicable in this region, only the results for the area between 75°S and 75°N are presented. The fact that the parameterization does not fit the tropical data as well as the midlatitude data should be kept in mind when interpreting the results.

a. External errors

In this subsection the longitudinal structure of linear random error growth (or correlation decay), which is attributed to model deficiencies, is presented. The linear rate of decay of the correlation between forecasts, as in section 3, is represented by the parameter \( z \).

1) Model deficiencies in the midlatitudes

The values of \( z \) calculated for the \( U \) field for JFM87 are presented in Fig. 9. As demonstrated in section 3 for the zonal averages, the external errors are quite small in the midlatitudes. However, there does seem to be larger values of \( z \) in regions associated with high topography.

Antarctica is the region in which there is the largest external error growth. At all levels for all three periods, there are serious model deficiencies south of 60°S, with values of \( z \) greater than 0.3 day\(^{-1}\) in some regions. These large errors, particularly at the lower levels, are not surprising in light of the fact that a large part of the Antarctic surface is higher than the 600-mb level.

After Antarctica, the topographic feature that seems to cause the most problems in the model is the Rocky Mountains. In the region around western North America extending from the subtroughs all the way up to Alaska there are larger values of external error. For both the JFM87 period and JFM92 period (not shown), the values of \( z \) are between 0.08 and 0.16 day\(^{-1}\). The values are largest at the 850-mb level and decrease with height, which is to be expected if the problem is related to the topography. For JJA90 (not shown), the larger values appear to be significant only at the 850-mb level, indicating that perhaps deficient orography in this region has a significant effect on forecast error throughout the depth of the troposphere only in wintertime. The region of the Tibetan Plateau is characterized by high values of \( z \) between 0.08 and 0.16 day\(^{-1}\) for all three periods at the 850- and 500-mb levels but not at the 200-mb level. The relationship between external errors and the Andes are more difficult to discern because of the proximity to Amazon Basin convection.

Even though the Tibetan Plateau is the highest of the features, it seems to be the Rockies that consistently have the largest effect on the upper levels of the atmosphere. This may be because the Rockies are less adequately resolved than the Asian mountains. It might also be related to their north–south orientation and large latitudinal extent, which will have a strong impact on the zonal wind field. This result is consistent with Klinker (1990), who found that the error forcing from the Rockies had a much stronger damping effect on the baroclinic waves in the Atlantic storm track than the Himalayas had on the Pacific storm track.

Errors in the height field resulting from model deficiencies are not as clearly tied to the topography as errors in the \( U \) field. This may be because the magnitude of the external errors in the height field seem to be smaller than those in the \( U \) field for most regions of the extratropics. However, as in the \( U \) field results,
there is a noticeable regional maximum over western North America at all three levels for the winter cases. This maximum is clearest for JFM87, with values above 0.08 day$^{-1}$ at the 850-mb level (not shown) and 200-mb level (Fig. 10).

2) **MODEL DEFICIENCIES IN THE TROPICS**

It is well known that GCMs have difficulty adequately simulating convective processes and their environmental effects. This is especially troublesome in
the tropics owing to the extensive areas of active and very deep convection. If the model deficiencies are primarily a result of inadequate cumulus parameterization, then corresponding shifts should be observed in the maxima in external error with the change in season.

Figure 10 shows the external error for all three forecast periods for the 200-mb height field. Figure 11 shows the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) for the three corresponding time periods, with the values less than 220 W m⁻² shaded, from which regions of deep
convection are inferred. There is a good correlation between OLR minima and z maxima in the 200-mb height fields for all three periods. For both JFM87 and JFM92 there is a large maximum in z over the western Pacific and maritime continent, with values reaching 0.24 day$^{-1}$ for the first period. There is a maximum in z with values greater than 0.16 day$^{-1}$ at the 200-mb level corresponding to the African monsoon for both periods. Over the convection in the Amazon Basin there is a maximum in z for the JFM92 case but curiously not for the JFM87 case. For the JJA90 case, the tropical band of large values of z at the 200-mb level follows the northward shift in OLR well, with the latitudinal z maximum over Africa now occurring north of the equator, etc. As with the zonally averaged results, the errors are smallest for the JJA90 case. It is not possible to determine if this is due to seasonal differences in the amount and location of convection, or differences in the model. At the 850-mb level, the values for the JFM87 period are much larger than for the JFM92 period (Fig. 12). This is most probably caused by improvements resulting from the new analysis scheme, as well as improvements in the physical parameterization schemes involving surface fluxes, or the increased resolution at which the JFM92 simulation was run. The external error fields at the two lower levels do not exhibit as coherent a relationship with the convective regions as the external error fields at 200 mb.

The intraseasonal differences in the external error and OLR fields for the JFM87 case illustrate even more clearly the strong relationship between z and deep tropical convection at the 200-mb level. Figure 13 shows the monthly averaged OLR fields for January, February, and March 1987. Convection inferred from OLR over Africa and South America remains fairly constant throughout the period, with the maximum over Africa strengthening slightly during March. However, the convection in the western Pacific changes significantly during the period. It is very strong during the first two months and then weakens considerably during the last month, almost disappearing to the west of the maritime continent.

Figure 14 shows z calculated for the first and second halves of the 1987 winter season for the 200-mb height field. The first half (JF) extends through the month of January and the first half of February. The second period (FM) extends from the middle of February through March. One sees that the external errors over the east and central Pacific are much greater for JF, as is the convection inferred from the OLR (see Fig. 13). For FM, the values of z in this region are reduced, with a smaller maximum centered east of the date line again.
reflecting the shifts in convection. The external error values over Africa are slightly higher during the second period, which is also consistent with the observed intraseasonal shifts in the OLR fields. Similar patterns are observed for the $U$ field (not shown).

b. Internal errors

Schubert and Suarez (1989) found large error growth rates in a general circulation model over the eastern oceans, which they associated with the mature
and decaying phases of baroclinic waves. Tracton et al. (1989) and Tracton (1990) have shown that forecast skill for NMC's MRF is lower when a block forms 3 days or later into the forecast. To investigate the possibilities that predictability may be related to either the intensity of the storm tracks or to blocking, filtered data are used to identify the regions in which storm tracks or blocking dominate. The approach used by Blackmon (1976) and Blackmon et al. (1977) is followed. Time filters are used to identify areas where certain mechanisms dominate the variability of the 500-mb height field. Blackmon used a low-pass filter (10–90 days) of the 500-mb height field to identify regions where blocking ridges and other low-frequency phenomena dominate the variability. A bandpass filter of 2.5–6 days was used to determine the location of storm tracks.

1) **Seasonal Variations**

Figure 15 shows the internal error growth rate $a$ for the 200-mb height fields for all three forecast periods. For both winter periods, one notices regions over the North Atlantic, northern Europe, and western Siberia with very high growth rates, with some regions having growth rates greater than 1.0 day$^{-1}$, or, alternatively, a root-mean-square doubling time of 1.4 days. In the summertime the growth rates over the North Atlantic are considerably reduced. However, the growth rates over the North Pacific do not exhibit much of a fluctuation in magnitude, with the growth rate for JJA90 slightly higher than for JFM92. Note also that in the Southern Hemisphere there is no noticeable seasonal variation in the magnitude of $a$, as was the case with the zonally averaged fields. The results for the 500- and 850-mb levels (not shown) are very similar in structure to the 200-mb level in the midlatitudes during winter, indicating that the processes dominating error growth affect all three levels similarly.

2) **Relationship to Storm Tracks**

The bandpass-filtered 500-mb height fields are presented in Fig. 16. The positions of the storm tracks, inferred from these fields, are similar to the results found by Blackmon (1976). In the Northern Hemisphere there are two dominant storm tracks along the northern flank of the deceleration regions of the Pacific and Atlantic jets. The maxima are similar in amplitude and orientation for the two winter periods, except for a large secondary maximum over the Norwegian Sea present in the JFM92 case but absent in the JFM87 case. In the JJA90 case, these maxima are still present.
but are shifted farther northward and have only one-third to one-fourth the variance of the winter storm tracks. As in Trenberth (1992), the Southern Hemisphere exhibits a much smaller seasonal difference in the magnitude of the variance than the Northern Hemisphere does.

A relationship between $a$ (Fig. 15) and the storm tracks (Fig. 16) in the Northern Hemisphere is not obvious. The maxima in $a$ over the Atlantic and Europe seem to extend eastward beyond the bandpass variance maxima. In the northern Pacific, there is a maximum in $a$ to the east of the storm track in JFM87 and an elongated maximum in $a$ that aligns well with the storm track in JFM92.

3) RELATIONSHIP TO BLOCKING

The low-pass-filtered variance for the 500-mb height fields are shown in Fig. 17. Instead of the 10–90-day window used by Blackmon (1976), a 10–30-day window is chosen in an effort to focus more exclusively on the blocking phenomenon. The Northern Hemisphere shows large differences in variability between the summer and winter periods. There are large maxima over the North Atlantic and eastern Canada, and northern Europe for both winter cases. There are no such corresponding maxima in the summer period. The Southern Hemisphere changes much less with the change of season, and the variance fields are more zonally uniform than the variance fields for the Northern Hemisphere. So, for both the bandpass and low-pass results, the Southern Hemisphere shows almost no seasonal differences in the magnitude of the variance, while the Northern Hemisphere shows a pronounced cycle. If the magnitudes of these variance maxima are related to the internal error growth rates, then this is consistent with the fact that the Southern Hemisphere shows almost no seasonal difference in the magnitude of $a$ maxima, while the Northern Hemisphere shows a pronounced difference.

In the Northern Hemisphere the relationship between the maxima in the low-pass variance and the maxima
in $a$ seems much stronger than that for the bandpass variance. The best correspondence between these two values can be found in the JFM87 fields. The large maximum in $a$ over the North Atlantic corresponds well in size and orientation to the maximum in the low-pass variance found in this region. A good correspondence can also be found for the secondary maximum in both fields found over central Europe and with the maximum found south of Alaska. For this period, these figures suggest that blocking, or at least the onset of
blocks, have an impact on the 1–5-day forecasts. For the JFM92 case, the correlation between $a$ and low-pass variance is not as striking but is still quite good. The large values in $a$ that extend from northeastern Canada to northern Siberia correspond roughly to regions with large values of variance. However, the maximum values in variance extend considerably farther west into Canada than do the maximum values in $a$, suggesting that the eastward advection of errors may be important in these regions.

The results discussed above, which appear to illustrate a relationship between blocking and internal error growth in the Northern Hemisphere, are consistent with the findings of Tracton et al. (1989), Tracton (1990), and Chen (1989), who show that forecast skill is below average when a block forms 3 or more days after the initial forecast time.

4) INTRASEASONAL VARIATIONS

Figure 18 shows the internal error growth rates for the first (JF) and second (FM) halves of JFM87 for the 200-mb height field. In the Southern Hemisphere, the $a$ fields are quite different for the two periods. In the Northern Hemisphere, there are common characteristics in both periods. For example, there is a large maximum over the Atlantic in $a$ in both sets, although this maximum is considerably larger and extends farther northwest for FM than for JF. There is also a large maximum over Europe for both periods, although this
maximum is about 30° farther east for the FM case. In the North Pacific, the maximum for the FM time period is located over the Bering Sea, while for JF there are high values of a north of 70°N.

Figures 19 and 20 show the 500-mb height field bandpass and low-pass variances for JF and FM. For the bandpass variance fields the values are much higher for the first part of the period than for the second part in the Northern Hemisphere. This is very different from the behavior of the a fields, where values are higher for the second part of the period.

For the low-pass variance, there is a clearer link to the change in the a fields. The low-pass variance maximum is larger during FM than it is during JF in the North Atlantic and northeast Pacific. The position of the maxima in the low-pass variance is also broadly consistent with the positions and frequencies of the blocks during the DERFII experiment (JFM87) (see Tracton et al. 1989). This increase in low-pass variance for the second part of the period corresponds well with the higher values of a found in these blocking regions for FM. In the Southern Hemisphere, it is difficult to find any relationship between the variance fields and the a fields.

Local error growth is not only a function of local instabilities but also is affected by the advection of errors from other regions (Epstein 1969). This source of error growth may become particularly important in regions of differential advection. In an effort to estimate the importance of the advection of errors, the
changes per forecast day in the random mean-square differences between forecasts started one day apart, after Schubert and Suarez (1989), are shown in Figs. 21 – 23. The random mean-square difference is chosen over the correlation difference to determine if normalization of the correlation errors by the local variance is resulting in lower growth rate estimates in regions of higher variance. Figure 21 is a Hovmöller diagram of the change in the random mean-square difference (RD) per day for the JFM87 200-mb height field along a latitude circle from 45° to 65°N. This diagram shows that the RD growth rate is consistent with the internal error growth estimated using the parameterization (Fig. 15), and is also in basic agreement with the results of Schubert and Suarez (1989), showing the largest growth rates over the Atlantic and Europe, a relative maximum over the eastern Pacific, relative minima over Asia and the western Pacific, and western North America. It also clearly illustrates the eastward advection of large and small error growth rates. In regions where this advection is particularly strong, the error growth pattern may have a double maximum in time, which is inconsistent with the simple increase–decrease pattern expected from exponential error growth and will result in a poorer fit of the parameterization. This problem seems to be small for the first six or so forecast days but becomes more important at longer forecast lead times. This is consistent with a fairly large degradation in the goodness of fit when including more than approximately seven forecast days, as well as the significant change in the estimated values of $a$ in the midlatitudes between the 7- and 10-day cases (Fig. 7).

Figures 22 and 23 show Hovmöller diagrams of the change in RD per day for 200-mb height between 45° and 65°N for the first and second halves of the JFM87 period. As with Fig. 21, these figures qualitatively match the corresponding internal error growth rates well (Fig. 18), with both figures showing similar patterns of high error growth rates over the Atlantic and Europe and lower growth rates over Asia and the western Pacific. These figures also reflect the intraseasonal differences in the eastern Pacific, with higher growth
rates during the second part of the season. They also illustrate that as the number of forecasts included in the parameterization is decreased (in this instance, from 90 to 45), the results are subject to more sampling errors and will be more likely dominated by specific events and the corresponding advection of errors related to them.

Both the seasonal and intraseasonal results suggest that blocking regions, rather than storm tracks, have a higher correlation to the local internal error growth rates in the Northern Hemisphere winter. This does not mean that baroclinically unstable synoptic disturbances are not primarily responsible for internal error growth in the midlatitudes but rather that it is the interaction between these transients and the onset of blocking events that dominate error growth on the 5-day time scale. This is not to say that enhanced internal error growth does not occur in regions of cyclogenesis or storm tracks, but rather that this enhanced error growth may occur on the time scales of 1 or 2 days, rather than 5. (A dataset with finer temporal resolution might be used to study this.) This result also illustrates how model deficiencies can sometimes result indirectly in exponential error growth. If the model does a poorer job of simulating the exit region of the Atlantic jet than it does the Pacific jet, model deficiencies are predisposing this area to have larger internal error growth rates.

5) Tropics

The role of differential advection of errors was also investigated in the tropics; however, the results were inconclusive. Webster and Chang (1988) have theorized that equatorially trapped wave energy will accumulate in regions where $dU/dx$ is negative (to the east of the westerly maxima). If this mechanism of wave energy accumulation is occurring, then it is possible that internal errors may also accumulate in these same regions. These regions of upper-tropospheric westerlies may also be conduits through which errors may propagate from the midlatitudes into the tropics (Webster and Holton 1982; Kiladis and Weickman 1992), or from the tropics into the extratropics (Zhang and Webster 1989). There are regions of the tropics with relatively large values of $a$. However, we were not able to determine whether these regions were areas of higher internal error growth or differential advection, or if they simply were regions not as seriously affected by the model spindown that takes place during the first few days, which, as noted before, acts to suppress internal
error growth. This problem illustrates how the severe model adjustment that takes place during the first few forecast days, due to inconsistencies between the analyses and the model climatology, makes this method inadequate for studying the mechanisms of internal error growth in the tropics.

5. Correlation differences

As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that most of the exponential part of the random error growth is due to the self-growth of errors primarily in the initial conditions. For a better understanding of the role of model deficiencies in random error growth, the values of $a$ and $z$ computed for the time correlation between two forecasts started one day apart (CD) are compared with $a$ and $z$ computed for the time correlation between forecasts and analyses (CE). Theoretically, since linear error growth is attributed to the differences between the two systems (the model and the atmosphere), this error growth ($z$) should be zero for the CD since the two systems being compared are identical.

Figure 24 shows the external and internal differences for the CD fields for the JFM87 200-mb height field. The values of $z$ are indeed everywhere quite close to zero, with only a few regions near Antarctica having values of $z$ greater than 0.06 day$^{-1}$. The scale for this graph is different than that of the corresponding graph of $z$ calculated using CE fields (Fig. 12) because values of $z$ for this field are much smaller (and some regions are less than zero). This result supports the assumption that the initial linear growth of random errors is caused primarily by model deficiencies.

The values of $a$ for the CD are, in most regions, similar to values of $a$ for the CE for the 200-mb height field (Fig. 15). The locations of the maxima in the Northern Hemisphere are similar for both fields, although the magnitude of $a$ for the CD is smaller than that for the CE. A significant maximum in $a$ for the CE field west of Australia of 0.5 day$^{-1}$ is not seen in the $a$ field calculated for the CD. This may indicate that model deficiencies are also contributing to the exponential error growth. However, $a$ calculated using the CE fields is not everywhere greater than $a$ calculated using the CD fields. The maximum in $a$ centered at 60$^\circ$S, 110$^\circ$W is larger for the CD case than for the CE case. This may be owing to the problems caused by the fact that the actual initial conditions are never known, and the initial differences between forecasts started one day apart are not equal to the initial error of a forecast. This will lead to differences in the error growth rates. From these results, it is judged that the assumption that linear error growth is caused by model deficiencies is
good, even on a regional basis, and that exponential error growth is a reasonable, though not perfect, representative of the internal self-growth of errors in the initial conditions.

6. Conclusions

We have presented the results of a parameterization of random error growth designed to distinguish between random error growth due to model deficiencies and the internal growth of errors in the initial conditions. We now discuss conclusions about the impact of these findings on weather forecasting, as well as caveats and shortfalls concerning this study.

a. Evaluation of the performance of the parameterization

Overall, the parameterization proposed in section 2b successfully provides physically meaningful results about the sources of random errors (either internal error growth or model deficiencies) that dominate in different regions. However, there are limitations with this parameterization that should be kept in mind when evaluating the results.

Some simplifying assumptions made in the development of the parameterization may not always be applicable. The parameterization is based on the assumption that the two error coefficients remain constant throughout the forecast time included. However, the internal error results are somewhat sensitive to the number of forecast days included in the parameterization, particularly beyond forecast day 7 or 8, in the midlatitudes (Fig. 7). This may be the result of the advection of errors becoming more important after this time. The effect of the advection of errors means that the local error growth rates do not exhibit the simple increase—decrease pattern expected from exponential error growth (Figs. 21–23), and the fit of the data to the parameterization becomes poorer for long forecast times. This problem becomes more severe as the sample size decreases.

The assumptions that all linear error growth results from differences between the model and the atmo-
sphere and all exponential error growth is due to the self-growth of errors are generally borne out by the results but are not perfect (see section 5 for discussion). External and internal error growth are not independent. An example of this interaction may be that the imperfect formulation of the Rockies suppresses baroclinic wave activity downstream in the storm tracks over the Atlantic (Klinker 1990), which may also have an effect on the difficulties the model has in simulating Atlantic sector blocks. Also, random error growth has been treated independently of systematic errors in the model, which, particularly in the tropics, constitute a significant part of the total forecast error growth (Saha and Alpert 1988). Certainly, the two may be related to each other, as when the systematic error results in a different midlatitude jet structure, which in turn results in random errors in the storm track region, and the systematic decrease in the upper-tropospheric height field in the tropics (White 1988) may be related to random errors in the radiation and convective parameterization schemes.

The parameterization cannot give meaningful high spatial resolution results because of sampling problems and the horizontal smoothing used to overcome this. The local error growth will also be sensitive to the growth and advection of errors associated with particular events. This sensitivity implies that the magnitude of the error growth rates calculated for one region may vary significantly from winter to winter, although the large-scale pattern of highest midlatitude error growth occurring over the Atlantic and Europe is consistent for both winters examined here, as well as the first and second part of the first winter. It would be helpful to examine more wintertime periods to assess the robustness of this general pattern. Also, there is a compensative relationship between \( a \) and \( z \). This compensation is not a severe problem if one is just looking at the relative importance of the two error source mechanisms, but it is a hindrance when one wants to examine the spatial structure of one parameter where the other parameter dominates, as in the investigation of internal error growth in the tropics.
The possible existence of systematic analysis errors should be kept in mind when interpreting the results, especially in the tropical and polar regions. The inconsistencies between the analyses and the model climatology result in the severe adjustment process that occurs during the first few forecast days (which has been reduced through use of the new analysis scheme), and the paucity of data in these regions renders an assessment of predictability in the real atmosphere suspect.

Even considering these caveats, the parameterization turns out to be a useful tool for investigating both the internal growth of initial errors as well as locating possible sources of model deficiencies. It is not sensitive enough to pick up minor model improvements above seasonal variations but does reflect major analysis and model improvements, such as in the 850-mb height field between 1987 and 1992. It provides internal error growth rates consistent with previous studies and sheds new light on the nature of error and difference growth rates as a function of location and season.

b. Implications for modeling

The results of the correlation parameterization show that model deficiencies dominate random error growth in the tropics. This indicates that significant increases in forecast skill can be made through model improvements. This may be important for global forecasts since tropical forecast fields have been shown to affect mid-latitude forecast fields within five days (Baker and Paege 1983; Paege and Baker 1983). While the model deficiencies at the 500-mb level and especially the 850-mb level show improvement between 1987 and 1992, there are still very significant errors in the tropics at all three levels, with the external error growth strongly correlated with deep convection at the 200-mb level. The inconsistencies between the analyses and the model’s own climatology in the tropics are responsible for producing an initial convergence of forecasts made during consecutive days. However, the slow rate of divergence of the forecasts after this initial adjustment period also indicates that the natural mechanisms of error growth in the tropics on the resolved scales result in considerably slower error growth than the instability mechanisms that dominate in the extratropics. This is encouraging because it indicates that with substantial model improvements the tropics may be predictable for much longer time scales than the midlatitudes (Charney and Shukla 1981).

Unlike the tropics, the extratropical error growth has been shown to be dominated by the intrinsic unstable growth and subsequent advection of errors in the atmosphere, so that future model improvements have a much smaller potential to increase the skill in the extratropics. This suggests that forecast improvements in the midlatitudes will more likely come from improved analyses rather than from improved models.

Regionally, internal error growth in the Atlantic region is larger than internal error growth in the Pacific region during the two winters studied, although this may not necessarily be the case for other winter seasons or for other times of the year. Although in this study no clear relationship was found between internal error growth and storm track activity, it is certainly possible that seasonal variations in the storm track intensity and position, such as the spring and fall maxima in the Pacific storm track (Nakamura 1992), may influence large-scale error growth rates, especially given the close relationship between synoptic-scale eddies and block formation. Even though the model deficiencies are estimated to be less severe in the midlatitudes than in the tropics, improvements in the formulation of orographic forcing in the model should still result in significant improvements in forecast skill, especially for the first few forecast days. External error growth maxima are observed over the Himalayas at 850- and 500-mb levels for all three periods, and over the Rockies at all three levels for the winter periods.

Finally, it should be pointed out that even though the midlatitude error growth is primarily due to the self-growth of errors in the initial conditions, there is still reason to believe that model improvements may result in significant increases in skill in certain regions because model deficiencies appear to be at least indirectly responsible for some of the exponential error growth. Anderson (1993) suggests that it is the climate drift of the mean jets that inhibits the model’s ability to form and sustain blocks during the first week of integration, and Klinker (1990) has shown that inadequate representation of the Rockies may lead to a suppression of Atlantic storm track activity. Correction of these types of model deficiencies may also lead to a reduction in the exponential error growth.
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